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We are pleased to give the first annual AMSER leadership award to a colleague who has focused his career and passion on medical student education. It is only appropriate and deserving to honor one of the founding and most ardent members of AMSER with our first award: Robert A. Novelline, MD, Professor of Radiology and Core Radiology Clerkship Director at Harvard Medical School.

Bob was the founder of AMSER in 1998 and over the years has been an invaluable mentor to many of us across the country who share his passion for student education. His work to expand the role of radiologists in education and to instill respect for the field of radiology among his students has inspired many of us to follow suit.

The AUR and AMSER have benefited tremendously from the tireless insight and leadership of Robert Novelline. It is our deep honor to present our first AMSER Excellence in Education Award to Bob, placing the bar appropriately high for all of those to follow.